Dear students,
We are sure that in light of the Director’s email this afternoon, many of you may have a lot of
questions regarding the future: academics, internships, placements, graduation, to name a
few.
We are in the process of compiling an FAQ section for answering queries students might
have due to the disruption of academics caused due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. Do
fill up this form with your queries so that we can post the answers to the frequently asked
questions and a larger student population can benefit from it.
Please note that if you wish to submit more than 5 queries, you can fill-up the form again.
The queries from this will be answered from time to time and be uploaded on the Advisory
on COVID-19 page on the IITB website (Please keep checking this page for updates on the
situation!): http://iitb.ac.in/advisory-users-corona-virus.
The form has been made using Cerium/Gymkhana Forms (https://gymkhana.iitb.ac.in/forms)
so that students log in using their LDAP while filling it and bogus entries are prohibited.
Please note that the identity of the persons asking the questions will be kept confidential. We
will combine common questions and answer them on the website.
Link to the Form: https://gymkhana.iitb.ac.in/forms/m/5e7f5eb93501af5040f44ff9
Please contact the Institute General Secretaries via call or email in case further clarification is
needed.
Their contact details are also available on the COVID Advisory Page.
Stay Healthy, Stay Safe!
Regards,
Institute General Secretaries
Contact details of General Secretaries:
*General Secretary Academic Affairs (PG):
2019-20: Aditya Chalishazar | 9930626982 | gsecaapg@iitb.ac.in
2020-21: Radhik Rammohan | 7907268355 | gsecaapg@iitb.ac.in
*General Secretary Academic Affairs (UG):
2019-20: Varshit Kumar | 9571376030 | gsecaaug@iitb.ac.in
2020-21: Madhav Gupta | 8860138450 | gsecaaug@iitb.ac.in
*General Secretary Hostel Affairs:
2019-20: Arbaj Ahmed | 9987096721 | gsecha@iitb.ac.in
2020-21: Mohd Zakir Hussain | 9144880055 |gsecha@iitb.ac.in
*General Secretary Technical Affairs:
2019-20: Shobhna Misra | 8169818278 | gsectech@iitb.ac.in
2020-21: Anirudh Mittal | 9352032003 |gsectech@iitb.ac.in
*General Secretary Cultural Affairs:
2019-20: Raghav Goyal | 9930362091 | gseccult@iitb.ac.in
*General Secretary Sport Affairs:
2019-20: Vinay Venkat Dadi | 7013009369 | gsecsport@iitb.ac.in
2020-21: Yogender Singh | 9321299294 |gsecsport@iitb.ac.in

